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it is recommended that you backup all of your save games. if you ever want to take a game back to a specific save point, you can do so by copying and pasting the location of the save game to your clipboard. then, paste the location where you want to start your game back into your steam
client. this will restore your game to the save point you just copied. if you're looking to create a cloud save for your game, you can do so by using your steam client. open the steam application, then click on the steam menu icon in the bottom left. then select settings. scroll down to the bottom of
the window, and select cloud save. if you're on the web, the cloud save option isn't available for your computer. in this case, you can create a local save by copying and pasting the location of the save game to your clipboard. then, paste the location where you want to start your game back into

your web browser. to restore a save game, the steam cloud backup is usually all that's needed. however, if you need to restore a specific save game you created with the local save, you can do so by copying and pasting the location of the save game to your clipboard. features include: more than
30 vehicles from the major car manufacturers 10 different car models in total, in which up to four wheels can be repaired detailed working tools, repairs, parts and accessories a full-featured workshop with a detailed in-game workshop interface a factory with a large selection of vehicles

comprehensive tutorial mode helpful help window player's statistics - every repair is recorded widescreen support great game!
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i have not found any other game where i have spent any significant time trying to understand save file loading yet. it's just another way of the simulators to "save" your progress so that you can continue your journey later. and while i appreciate the convenience of the save feature, it certainly
isn't the only way of doing it and i sure haven't noticed a game that hasn't implemented one. and it may not even be the best way of doing it. here's how it works. open the game and go to the "equipment" screen. then click on "save all". that's it, the game will save all equipment (vehicles, signs,

etc.) to the file. in order to load it you go to the same screen and click on "load all". that's it. no need for a third party app and no need to download it. if you need to save lots of freight, then this is the one for you. it's called save freight and is a mod that requires no downloads. the mod allows
you to save a freight at any point in the driving stage, so you can later resume your journey and get to your destination. at the end of the day, it's a very useful feature and it's not very complicated to set up. just open the game and click on "save freight", or press f5. i have not found any other

game where i have spent any significant time trying to understand save file loading yet. it's just another way of the simulators to "save" your progress so that you can continue your journey later. and while i appreciate the convenience of the save feature, it certainly isn't the only way of doing it
and i sure haven't noticed a game that hasn't implemented one. and it may not even be the best way of doing it. 5ec8ef588b
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